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ABSTRACT

An internationt1 Consortium
foriConcept Learning Research in Four Countries

Trinidad and Tobago, Costa Rica, and Mexico)

Research in. education is very much influenced by the specific

samples and conditions of the research. It becomes extremely important

to have replication of research in order to identify those findings which
61.

ova sfability and consequently.the generali2abillty needed to build a

knowledge base. In order-to establish a broad base it is valu Ile, and

per.hapsnecessaryl.to have cooperative efforts in a variety of settings

to test yie hypotheses and the practical application of the theories.
..,

The first level of cooperation at the university-was between the

main cAdlus faculty and the branch campus faculty. Ths provided a

4

broader, base for sampling and a valuable perspective for the needs and

adjustments for experimental procedures.

In addition, cooper#tivt efforts in the.form of an international.

consortium have been' loped. The needs, resourcik and cultural-

differences of t institutions and their representatives from Costa

Rica, Trinidad and Tobago, and Mexico provide opportunities for:

Al. replication to establish new generalisations

or reaffirm previous ones,

B. expansion of the gentralizattons to.

a broader population,

It

C. identification of the'.differences in populations

and the relevance of the geneftalizations;

% -D. extension of the generalization to other

e % .
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modes, and
. )4,

clarificatio'n of the concpt of transition

Jo

.43

411

as a part of cognitive deuelopment.

$

This symposium will provide thlopportuni.ty for an international

'perspective
)

on the rol.-of research in the imprdvement of science

education in'particular and education in general. The eepresentatives of

each of the countries (Costa Rica, Trinidad and Tobago, Mexico, and the

United States) will discuss the following factors*

41.

A.. Goals and directions.for science education

research in the country;

B. Needs and resources for effective science

education research in the coupt
1

C: Role of a science education rest arch

consortium in the improvementof the'

research program in thircountry.

.

The current topic of research is....the_mse of technology to facilitate

the transition of young chiliken from concrete understanding of concepts

to abstrakt thought. .
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Research'in education.is very much influenced by the specific

samples and conditions., of the research. It becomes extremely important

(---\

to have2replication of research in order to identify those findings which
.4'

have stability and consequently the generali-zability needed to build a

knowledge base. In order to establish a broad base it is maluable,. and*

,

'perhaps necessary, to have cooperative efforts in a variety of settings
,

to test the hypotheses and the practical application of the theories.

The first level of cooperation at the university was:between the
'main campus ficulty and the branch campus fatuity. This provided a

broader base for sampling and a valuable perspective for the needs and

adjustments for experimental prolures.

In addition, cooperative efforts in the form of an international
4.

consor:lium have been developed. The needs, resources, and cultural

diffirences of the institutions and their representatives from Costa

Rica, Trinidad and Tobago, and Mexico provide opportunities fors

A. replication toestablish new generalizations

or reaffirm previous ones,

8. expansion of the generalizations to

a broader population,

C. identification of the differences in populations
.

and the relevance of the generalizations,

0. extension of the generalization to otter

modes, and

E. clarification of the concept.of. transition

as a part of cognitive development.

t.
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This symposium will provide the opportunity for an international

perspective on the role of research in the.improvement of science

edWation in particular and education in general. The representatives of

each of the countries )(Costa Rica, TrOidad and Tobago, Mexico, and the

United States) will discuss the following factors:

A. Goals and directions for science education

research in the countryl...

Needs and resources for effective science

education research'in the country ;

Role'bf.a science education research

consortium in the improveMent of the

' research program in the country.

The current topic of focus for this research'consortium,is the use

of techTlocly as a means.to facilitate the transition of young children

from concrete understanding of concepts-ib Abstract thought. The

studies in this domain at The Ohio State University have focused on the

influence of computer simulation of concrete activities on the

'
understandings, skills, and processes gained by young children.

Eith country has selected a difftrent aspect of the problem' r

depending upon the needs and resources of the country. "In the United

States, the focus is on the influence of concrete and computer simulation

activities on the development of pattern recogni on and extension. In

Costa Rita, the focus is on the influence of concrete and calculator

activititi.on numeration and placi.value understanding.1nTrinidad and
I

Tobago, the focus is on the,influtnce of concrete and black-and-white
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.. computer simulations on pattern recoghitfon and extension.' The focus In

Mexico is on-the replication of Abe United States study with a ?alai

Interest inl.the effect of verbal components in Spanish with the Mexican

culture.

All of these studies will help to supply information -to increase the

generalizability And internal validity of the findings., The current

topic of research lsthe use of technology to facilitate the-transition

of young children. from concrete understandjng of concepts to abstract

thought. .
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